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In Yesterday’s Session

Bullion was hovering in narrow range where US dollar struggled to build on the previous session's positive momentum. Strong rally
across European & US equity markets also weigh on the precious metal's safe-haven demand, capping any strong up-move. This
week's important US macro data, especially the first Q2 GDP growth figures, will play an important role in determining the next leg
of the directional move. In COMEX, Gold was range bound between $1218 to $1227 levels. In MCX, Gold opened weak and after
testing low of 29730 levels was steadily up and settled at 29870 levels. Silver was relatively stronger and closed with gain of half a
percent at 38470 levels. Expect price to remain in sideways trend with positive bias where dip in price should be used to create long
position.

Crude oil prices was hanging in positive as rising tension between the US and Iran highlighted risks to supply while escalating trade
disputes raised the prospect of slower economic growth and perhaps weaker energy demand. Market sentiment has been driven by
geopolitical worries: fears that supply could be disrupted by confrontation in the Middle East or that Washington's trade dispute
with its major trading partners could dampen global growth. WTI in NYMEX was trading with gain of 1.22% at $68.72 levels. In MCX,
price opened lower at 4678 levels and surges to high of 4778 levels. Expect price to remain in range of 4840 to 4710 levels for
intraday. NG was trading near previous close levels of 188. Expect price to find support at 186 levels.

All Base Metals were trading with gain where Zinc was up by almost 2% at 181 levels. Price opened at 178 levels and tested high of
183. Which was followed by Copper which was also up by almost2% at 429 levels. While all other was trading with an average gain
of 1%. International Copper received a boost from short-covering and falling inventories following steep losses that had been
driven by trade tensions. Copper was steady on Monday, holding above a one-year low hit last week, as concerns simmered that
mounting trade tariff spats could dent demand, while a weaker dollar cushioned losses. Expect metals to weaken from these levels
and rise should be used to initiate short position.

Technical Levels for 
METALS

METALS S1 S2 S3 R1 R2 R3 TREND

GOLD 29075 29380 29685 29900 30115 30310 Bullish

SILVER 37530 37970 38200 38580 38800 39100 Bullish

CRUDE 4625 4660 4710 4768 4807 4845 Bullish

NG 178 181 184 189 191 194 Bullish

COPPER 411 417 425 428 433 437 Bearish

NICKEL 907 918 927 933 945 949 Bearish

LEAD 138 141 144 148 150 153 Bearish

ZINC 171 175 181 183 186 186 Bearish
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Technical Levels for Currency

CURRENCY

S1 S2 S3 R1 R2 R3 Trend

USDINR 68.22 68.49 68.72 68.96 69.18 69.36 BULLISH

EURINR 80.02 80.28 80.55 80.92 81.27 81.55 BULLISH

GBPINR 89.89 90.18 90.40 90.83 91.22 91.47 BULLISH

JPYINR 60.95 61.32 61.88 62.13 62.36 62.66 BULLISH

Todays Event 

Time IST KEY EVENT (US) EXPCD PREV IMPACT

07:30 PM New Home Sales 669K 689K Bullion

08:00 PM Crude Oil Inventories -2.6M 5.8M Crude Oil
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How to these Technical Levels

S1, S2 & S3 are Support Levels.
R1, R2, R3 are Resistance Levels.

If Expected Trend is Bullish
Try to take long position around support Levels
And Exit around Resistance Levels.

If Expected Trend is Bearish
Try to take Short position around Resistance Levels.
And Exit around Support Levels.
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